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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 378 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.9in.Curmudgeonly ex-monster hunter Agnes
Stegall doesnt care much for the people of Verbena Fields, Alabama, where she lives but doesnt call
home. So, when the townsfolk request her assistance in ridding the place of a hulking, skyscraper-
sized garbage monster, she adamantly and profanely declines. But her refusal has some
unintended consequences: Driven by fear, the townsfolk summon King Vislor a powerful, albeit
neurotic monster hound with an obsessive reverence for humankind to watch over them. Although
Agnes knows good and well that calling upon one giant monster to get rid of another is a bit like
saving a drowning cat by throwing another cat into the water, what she doesnt realize are the
dangerous lengths King Vislor is willing to undertake to keep the people of Verbena Fields safe.
Soon, Agnes is caught up in a fight against a growing list of threats plaguing the small town military
occupation, unfettered rumors, a misanthropic rifle-wielding hermit with a grudge while
simultaneously trying to battle some terrifying monsters looming in the dark, unfrequented
corners of her own mind. A unique tribute to...
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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